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Abstract (IT): Scopo di questo saggio è quello di fornire una panoramica di 

quanto è accaduto nel campo della composizione per pianoforte a Napoli negli 

ultimi cinquant'anni, dagli anni Settanta ad oggi. Apparso on line - dal settembre 

2018 e suddiviso in cinque “puntate” nella sua versione italiana - questa traduzione 

in inglese risulta essere più lunga e ricca, per via degli aggiornamenti che ho 

inserito nell'ultimo anno e per le evoluzioni o i cambiamenti di alcune situazioni, 

come la presenza della rete di registrazioni (ad esempio, quella di Montagano caso) 

che non erano disponibili al momento della pubblicazione della versione italiana. I 

titoli delle composizioni analizzate, così come i titoli di libri o articoli adottati 

come fonti, sono ancora riportati nelle lingue originali adottate dai compositori e 

dagli autori. 

 

 

Abstract (EN): The aim of this essay is to give an overview of what has happened 

in the field of piano composition in Naples in the last fifty years, from the 1970s to 

the present day.  Appeared on line since September 2018 divided into five 

“episodes”, this English translation appears to be longer and richer, due to the 

updates I’ve inserted during the past year and due to the evolutions or changes of 

some situations, as the presence of the web of recordings (at it is, for instance, 

Montagano’s case) that were not available when the Italian version was published. 

The titles of the analyzed compositions, as well as the titles of book or articles 

adopted as sources, are still given in the original languages adopted by the 

composers and the authors.  
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Born in 1989, Claudio Panariello, son of the composer Gaetano Panariello1, is as 

Carlo Schiano a composer with a degree in Physics. Living in Stockholm at the 

present time, Claudio Panariello became a very proactive figure within the frame of 

the contemporary music scenario in Italy and Europe. The piano has a major role in 

his production: it’s interesting in fact to remark how Claudio Panariello devoted 

himself, in the last few years, to a patient, careful and refined work on chamber 

music.  

 
 

 

1 The figure of Gaetano Panariello will be treated in the last portion of this essay.  
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His Piccolo inventario degli insetti, composed in 2016 (and premiered in 2018), 

adopts the piano together with bass flute, sax, percussions and electronics. The 

atmosphere of this precious work it’s intimate, with a declared aim to precision and 

a wonderful economy of means that allows Claudio Panariello’s personal voice, 

tender and slightly exotic, to stand up within a perfect balance and mastery of the 

employed material. The use of the piano in this work with its filigree atmospheres 

is extremely idiomatic, discreet, and helps to paint the plots of a real poem. A poem 

recited in the open air, an almost a garden scene where the light of the game between 

instruments and electronics, (in particular the tensions generated by the interaction 

of electronics with the piano), seems to filter into a half-light space from an 

imaginary roof of leaves, fragments and foliage, all immersed in a restful and 

contemplative color. It would almost seem that when Claudio Panariello then thinks 

of the piano as a solo instrument, he does so when he understands it to be an 

electronic instrument in itself: in fact, in Piccolo inventario, the alchemy, the 

identification between piano and electronics is so successful, the balance underlying 

the sweetly exotic atmosphere emanating from the piece is so sought after that even 

Claudio Panariello’s piano solo writing seems to be substantiated by the same 

“grammar”. The language of Piccolo inventario degli insetti is sweet, suffused of a 

light with very low emotional temperatures, yet vibrant and capricious. At the same 

time is extremely powerful, especially when the very personal use of the spectralist 

processus that Panariello displays, evolves into a more resonant timbre. The 

entomological references of the skillful title, whose refined  evocative power could 

lead one to think of Messiaen's ornithological vocation and classifying taste, is in 

fact the decorative pretext for a much broader discourse. A discourse on resonance, 

on the identification between the group of four instruments and electronics, a 

mutual mirroring in which initially the electronics is entrusted with the role of 
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representation of inorganic complexity and instruments with the gestures of organic 

structures that populate, in what is called to be the human representation of the 

world, animated and inanimate life. Leaving it the composer’s own words: 

“ […] Piccolo inventario degli insetti finds its roots in my interest and 

fascination into mechanisms and how the unaltered perfection of the 

mechanical processes tries to imitate the perishable and complex imperfection 

of the organic ones. In this sense, I conceived the work as a dialectic between 

the two worlds, the organic one identified with the human performers and the 

mechanical one identified with the electronics then I set them into motion and 

let them interact driving the piece to a situation in which the electronics 

becomes more and more organic and the instruments remain trapped in 

alienating gears. The metaphor of  the insects came up to my mind in a totally 

natural and automatic way: the sound-world that this piece builds bar after bar 

is meant to be the  “soundscape” of a microscopic universe, with all his 

internal complexity, as well as the electronics is made up of several internal 

feedback chains, as a sort of  “mechanical entomology” inside the hidden 

world of the computer that comes up and faces the acoustic world of the 

ensemble”2. 

As the composer himself says3, the experience of Piccolo inventario leaded him to 

new shores, new scores, as well as Mitologia del Principe, a commission from 

 
 

 

2 This text is available at the same link displayed on the footnote above. 

 
3 Private conversation with the author of this essay. 
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Divertimento Ensemble which displays the same organic of Stockhausen’s 

Kreuzspiel (even though, enriched in the number of employed persussions), where 

the part destined to the piano is rather complex and engaging for the performer. And 

Autopsia su una marionetta (2018)4, a work Claudio Panariello himself considers 

the most efficacious arrival point of his very personal research on the form and the 

timbre started with Piccolo inventario degli insetti. In the truth, Panariello’s patient 

and careful work on chamber music, which I mentioned above, started with another 

work, which is his first esemble work, Macchina anatomica (2015), first of an ideal 

suite built as a silent tribute to the Neapolitan scientist, alchemist and magician, the 

legendary figure of Raimondo di Sangro, Prince of Sansevero. The whole 

“sanseverian” cycle starts in fact with Macchina anatomica, following with 

Mitologia del Principe and Automation for liquefying blood: the latter will be 

premiered on next September 17th 2019. The instrumental production of Claudio 

Panariello, rich and complex as demonstrated, clearly needs an essay on itself and, 

unfortunately, the present text is not the right lieu for a deeper and more careful 

analysis5. Although, focusing on this cycle comes to a pivotal role in order to dive 

into the work for solo piano that Panariello considers to be a representative number 

of his catalogue. It’s important to focus on two elements: Piccolo inventario detains 

the role of starting point for Claudio Panariello’s research on mechanic elements, 

 
 

 

 
4 No YouTube listening is available. 

 
5 I will display a more detailed, complete and complex portrait of Claudio Panariello’s chambre 

music production in a dedicated essay, while describing in several individual profile those who 

appear to be as the leading figures of the new generation of composers in Europe and out of 

Europe.  
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automations and imperfections; this research, besides being combined with the 

evocation of Raimondo di Sangro di Sansevero, proto-scientist charmed by the 

anatomy, the study of the inner nature of the human body (which he evocatively 

called the “human machine”), which also gives Panariello’s music a strong link 

with the iced, surreal and somehow magic atmosphere of the nocturnal Naples 

already depicted above while analyzing Cilio’s Sonata, directly leads to his cycle 

of works dedicated to the piano as a solo instrument. The cycle I’m talking about is 

entitled Fearsom critters, started in 2015/16. It’s interesting to point out what 

Panariello himself made me notice6: the correct title, as imagined at first by the 

composer, should have been Fearsome critters, directly inspired by the collection 

Fearsome creatures of the Lumberwoods, a catalogue, a bestiaire of imaginary 

creatures that populates the forests of North America, which also had a certain 

evocative power on Luis Borges’ creativity. For some reason a print mistake 

baptized the name of the cycle as Fearsom instead of Fearsome critters. It was 

Panariello’s own choice to leave the misspelled title, because somehow7: 

[…] I thought it’s give the whole thing a touch of deformity and fantasy, as 

it’s the case for the described imaginary creatures.  

That’s how criteria of distortion, architected “misunderstandings”, masquerades, 

alchemy of the elements are trackable within the whole esthetics of Claudio 

 
 

 

 
6 Once again, in a private conversation. 

 
7 Again a private conversation with the author of the present essay. 
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Panariello, almost a sort of self-identification with the noble and eccentric, super-

cultivated Raimondo di Sangro di Sansevero. Those who know the topography of 

the town of Naples, town where everything is secret and hidden and nowhere else 

in the world, will surely also know where the (in)famous Palace and Chapel of the 

Princes di Sangro di Sansevero is located. It’s one of the most mysterious, evocative 

and even creepy sites in the town. In the legendary chapel is still possible to admire 

one of the biggest enigma of the western sculpture, the Veiled Christ8, while in the 

crypta a creepy reproduction of Prince’s anatomic models, released after the murder 

of a couple of servants, whose female exemplar was pregnant, can be admired by 

those who have the stomach. The first number of Fearsome critters is entitled Filla-

ma-loo-bird, an imaginary bird that flies as a prawn walks: all the way to his 

backwards, because what he cares for is the place he’s going to, but the place he’s 

leaving. 

[…] This total lack of interest towards the bird’s end of the journey, is 

reflected within the piece by the adoption of a circle-like motion. The idea of 

“being back” sustains the whole work: the whole second section is the 

inversion (with some little variations) of the first […]. The whole cycle-

project’s aim is to have a suite of piano miniatures. 

 
 

 

 
8 Created by the sculptor Giuseppe Sanmartino in 1753, it’s an impressive statue which obliges 

the observer to think that a real human body, representing the Christ, lays under a real white 

sheet, all together transformed in “marble” thanks to some terrible filter or sortilege.  
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Filla-ma-loo-bird (other version) was presented in New York as a single piece and, 

immediately after, it was selected during a call for scores and played within the 

frame of the festival Risuonanze in 2016, in Udine (North-East Italy). 

[…] I was exploring the use of multiphonics on the bassoon, together with a 

bassoonist, who asked me to compose a miniature for her. From the spectrum 

analysis of some mutiphonics that we selected together, I then deduced the 

harmonic fields that formed the basis of the piece. From those harmonic fields 

I built five sequences that represent the "horizontal" development of what the 

single multiphonics express "vertically". Later, in the solo piano version that 

became Filla-ma-loo-bird, this multiphonics conglomerate has been changed 

in its nature, becoming a series of clusters in the mid-high region that are 

observable from the 4/4 tempo indication of the Un po’ meno section. The 

piece begins in a “germinative” way, with a structure that I have created in a 

semi-empirical way and that has become the starting point for the sound and 

formal exploration in other works, where the whole system has been created 

in a more precise and algorithmic way, as, for instance, it’s the case with 

Macchina anatomica, composed more or less in the same period. I took 

individual notes from the acute regions of the first two sections, alternating 

them and dropping them into a rhythmic structure that now grows, now stops. 

This happens twice, and each time the musical structure is closed by a low 

note and then in silence; the low notes are the "fundamentals" of the individual 

sequences and in turn create an acronym that signals the transitions between 

one section and the next. The global structure of the piece (in the version for 

piano and not in the version for bassoon that, in fact, constituted the initial 

stage of Filla-ma-loo-bird, but does not exist as a piece from my catalogue), 
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follows the inspiration of the title: to return to the place that is being 

abandoned, without any interest in a new and unknown place”9.  

As one can see, Claudio Panariello inclines to detailed and evocative explanations 

about his writing and uses terms such as “algorithmic”. His forma mentis is clearly 

of a scientific matrix, where there is no lack of evocative poetic suggestions, and 

mystical endings or linked rather to a romantic representation of what is scientific. 

This small masterpiece, lasting just over three minutes, starts from the same 

premises of spectralist investigation that innervates the refined and charming 

chamber production of its author. In some ways, however, Filla-ma-loo-bird 

manages to escape the mannerism, the rhetoric (albeit fascinating) of certain 

spectralist acquisitions, finding a language of percussive clarity on the piano that, 

more unique than rare case, is not unpleasant and indeed appears of an incredible 

pleasantness and poetic strength. The score is marked Nervoso and, while 

examining it, the observer can’t avoid to admire the rationality, the structure, the 

clarity of the writing itself. Some moments of sound-preciosity, set like jewels in 

the general textiles which are deliberately without pedal, stand up and reveal 

Panariello’s fine sense of timbre. Interesting, however, the use of the sostenuto 

pedal, which allows some harmonic conglomerates, the few who are displayed in 

this very linear and almost chaste score, to vibrate and create a “soundscape”, to 

use a word adopted by the composer himself10 when describing his Piccolo 

 
 

 

9 Private conversation. 

 
10 See above.  
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inventario. The expressive and poetical use Panariello here makes of silence might 

also be a link to his major chamber music works, not last Piccolo inventario, which 

also evokes, in both cases, being here in presence of an entomological and an 

ornithological title, if not the language at least the imaginary of Messiaen, the 

grandpa of all those composers who have been somehow touched by the 

investigation of the spectrum. And once again, as with Bernardo Maria Sannino and 

Girolamo De Simone, we are in front of an exquisite example of a Neapolitan 

appropriation of the spectralist “grammar”, although in a way that appears 

extremely personal and efficacious, tempered by a lucent rationality and by a subtle 

sensitivity that prefers to find its own lyricism within the frame of a discrete and 

enigmatic game of voices, timbres and silences. Claudio Panariello’s refined, 

suspended, vibrating, inquiring, curious, systematic and clearly hypersensitive soul 

appears in this humble and sphinxed piano picture almost as if it were a coded 

writing. A writing to which, however, a subtly tormented dimension of the soul and 

an even excessively deep perception of the flow of things and of life are far from 

foreign. The research that Panariello conducts not only on form and timbre, which 

is in itself very successful, and of surprising effectiveness, so much so as to place 

his work in the foreground as that of one of the most interesting European 

composers of the moment, hides an underlying territory, probably tormented. But 

even the torment is treated by him in a clear way, perhaps not entirely rationalized 

(but after all why should it be?), rather elegantly encrypted, veiled behind the 

enigmatic mask of an alchemy of which the composer invites the listener (not less 

than the performer) to understand the tremendous and inevitable secret. The 

restlessness underlying this music is not obscure, it does not come from the 

underground as in Cilio and, as far as silence is concerned, it does not aspire to it as 

it happens in Montagano, perhaps in Cilio himself and, partially, in De Simone. 

Even the decorative aspect of Claudio Panariello’s writing, still present but strictly 
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supervised and controlled, does not spread in a direct confidence from the composer 

to the listener. But Panariello’s cryptography does not grind its teeth and does not 

let itself go to exaggerated harshness in motives: everything is on the tip of a pen, 

on the tip of a finger, an aristocratic but at the same time profound, intense game, a 

tale in figures of an interiority that wants to reveal itself only to those that will prove 

to possess the key. 

     Born in the same year as Claudio Panariello, 1989, Cosimo Abbate is one of the 

most active composers of the new generation in Naples. In a few years he succeeded 

where others failed, which means to receive a number of performances, high in 

quantity nearly as much as in quality, of his most recent works. Between 2013 and 

2018, Abbate composed a variety of works (Woonteckt,  Metaphonèsi, Quartetto), 

adopting languages that conjugates a more tradition formal setting, as in the Sonata 

for cello and piano (2013)11, to the entirely new conception of his most recent and 

still unachieved work, CRA_log for two violins, upright piano (also played with 

bow) and electronic elaboration, composed as an entrance exam piece for the 

University Mozarteum in Salzburg and, at the same time, a hommage to the Italian 

composer Gianpaolo Coral (1944-2011). Despite Abbate’s production is somehow 

rich, at least considering his age, his catalogue at the moment does not include any 

work directly composed for solo piano. The admirable Woonteckt, written in 2014 

and premiered in 2017, which followed the Sonata for cello and piano, adopts four 

 
 

 

 
11 Here live-performed by Abbate himself, with cellist Silvia Fasciano: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PfYj4AOcYxs . 
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winds: here Abbate displays his mastery of wind instruments’ resources, which is a 

constant element within his output. Already Woonteckt, differently from the more 

dramatic Sonata, shows Abbate’s preference for simple lines: clarity, linearity and 

a great sensitivity for the architecture are distinctive of the language of this work, 

and it’s easy to remark the same characters in the following production of its author. 

As mentioned, Abbate’s catalogue doesn’t include piano works, with the exception 

of a transcription, made by the composed himself, of his Metaphonèsi, a work 

written in 2018 and recently premiered. The original version is a “quintet” which 

makes use of a distinctive role for the solo oboe, here used by Abbate with a certain 

taste for the penetrating and sensual lyricism which is typical of the instrument, a 

melodic oboe singing on the harmonic textures built by flute, clarinet, bassoon and 

double bass as the only string instrument of the ensemble. The colour of the piece 

is what in French would be called sombre. We are in the presence of a choral, a sort 

of vast fresco: long backgrounds of the oboe are supported by a harmonic taste of 

considerable finesse and a sensuality that could even be related to the already 

analyzed piano writing of Enrico Renna. If the French sombre has to do with 

shadow, with nuance, with intimate reflection, the piece fully responds to this 

character. The greasy and dark hues ordered by the winds, in addition to the sixteen-

foot register of the double bass, contribute to creating an interesting and virgin 

colour of an ancient organ. Metaphonèsi’s harmonic weave is very elegant, veiled 

with melancholy, but it remains transparent, complex and translucent at the same 

time, with a taste for intense colour that becomes synergic and not ancillary to the 

lyrical element. The painful but controlled interweaving of these pieces, which at 

times opens up to luminous harmonic glimpses that evoke open and airy landscapes, 

takes on the appearance of a severe and at times even caste writing, as if it were an 

ancient discant score, in the piano transcription. The airy, “greenish” dimension 
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given by the winds to this work radically changes nature in the well-planned and  

“architecture” transcription: Abbate becomes a medieval composer, weaving his 

exquisitely contrapuntal writing of a verticality veined by mysterious and speaking 

colours: it is a music that does not reveal its secret at the first listening. One has the 

perennial sensation that the entire piece yearns and aims for something, that the 

writing itself, even in its “discantic” disposition, seeks an arrival, a goal, a 

revelation. Although Abbate is clearly a composer seduced by the clarity of the 

simple and pure lines, by the transparent horizontal and vertical warp of the 

counterpoint, his writing has nothing to do with the game: it is subtracted from the 

intellectual pleasure of abstractionism, and it is the ever-present lyrical tension that 

is the proof of this. Comparing a work like Metaphonèsi to its predecessor Ottetto 

(2016), for flute, clarinet, violin, viola, cello, double bass and piano, based on 

declared suggestions from Ravel, there is a clear feeling that the most recent work 

is somehow the expressive center of Abbate’s production, where his lyricism and 

his voice appear distinctly personal. The intensity of Metaphonèsi, so bare and at 

the same time sensual, stands out when compared to the decorative and sometimes 

precious taste of Ottetto. In Woonteckt it almost seems that Abbate could have been 

a disciple of the Groupe des Six, in Ottetto the post-impressionist element is 

marked. In Metaphonèsi the expressiveness is dense and transparent at the same 

time and the song is subtracted from any decorative function, becoming rather 

psychological underlining, condensed of the harmonic thought and counterpoint 

always underlying in the language of Cosimo Abbate. Despite the fact that the piano 

version of Metaphonèsi is a score that, as in the best cases of transcription, goes 

beyond its nature of “alternative writing” and is instead outlined as a meditation on 

the previous material and even as a page in itself, we can point out that it would be 

desirable for Abbate to pay more attention to the repertoire for solo piano. An 

accurate and sensitive pianist himself, Cosimo Abbate has proved himself on the 
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keyboard, wonderfully accompanying his own Sonata for cello and piano. 

Interesting as the piano writing of the Sonata, in itself decidedly complex, differs 

(by force of things) from the pianistic language of Metaphonèsi. And it could not 

be otherwise: the Sonata for cello and piano12 refers to a period decidedly earlier 

within Abbatess creative season. The piano part of the Sonata, with its wide 

expansions and the good willingness to let itself be played, in spite of the 

proclaimed daring, still carries within itself a romantic assumption that, if it does 

not disappear in the following works and in Metaphonèsi in particular (thought, 

moreover, for the winds: another world), sublimes or, maybe, one could say that it 

apparently disperses among the meanders of what could be defined as the harmonic 

lyricism of Cosimo Abbate: almost a sort of karstic phenomenon. 

     An accomplished and acclaimed pianist himself, Giuseppe Devastato (b. 1977) 

has a thriving career as a teacher in Italy, Spain and in the UK and is an affirmed 

chairman among a wide number of international piano competitions. His Toccata 

(2015) raised to the attention of the audience being premiered at Shanghai 

 
 

 

12 It’s interesting to remark how other composers whose works have been analyzed within the 

present essay, dedicated more than one work to solo cello or to cello and piano duo: Bernardo 

Sannino’s dramatic and monumental Sonata for cello and piano, premiered in 2018 in Berlin, or 

his aforementioned Musica notturna for cello and piano, composed in Paris and later transcribed 

for cello and orchestra by the composer himself, as well as his far back in time Sonatina for cello 

and piano, premiered in Naples in 2010; in the same concert, the aforementioned Variations by 

Chiara Mallozzi were premiered, followed in the time by Entre l’ombre et la lumière for cello 

and piano and, more recently, Vox Arborea n. 2 both composed by Lorenzo Pone and dedicated, 

respectively, to the duo formed by Enzo Caterino and Bernardo Maria Sannino, and to Chiara 

Mallozzi. 
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Symphony Hall in China13. Winner of the Gold Medal at Global Music Awards in 

Los Angeles (USA), Devastato’s Toccata has been also included as a compulsory 

piece within several piano competitions, being at the moment required by Martha 

Argerich. It is, in fact, a virtuoso composition, whose structure is built on an 

interesting tritonus sequence. The ostinato behaviour of the left hand, in the first 

section of the work, gives the pianist to display his technical and agility qualities. 

Follows a section where the ribattuto figure is extensively explored and exploited. 

The grammar of this exciting page is based on an iron construction logic, within the 

perimeter of which the technical element, developed even with the double octaves, 

is configured telluric, volcanic, rough and of great plastic interest. Everything is 

structured with admirable economy of means, in the time of a battery of fireworks, 

and the technical disposition of the writing becomes a pretext for the investigation 

of particular piano gestures whose disposition seems original and of extreme power. 

In this short work, Devastato shows a happy and elegant hand while shaping the 

form, territory on which many pieces of the same nature often tend to slip. The 

rhythmic warp of the work has something idiomatic about proceeding for cells that 

wink at popular music, which gives it freshness and sparkling-speaking quality. 

Among Devastato’s most performed  works, Romanza - Hommage à Mozart14 owns 

the dégagé elegance of some Poulenc’s pages. And it’s not by chance that the name 

 
 

 

13 Here the listening of the first performance: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JfaHWDhvN50, while the studio recording can be enjoyed 

at this link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VcY0HCtW4-A  

 
14 Here performer by Devastato himself: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-5F_i_N_tUY; the 

work also exists in a transcription for string orchestra, realized by the composer, and won the 

Silver Medal at Global Music Awards in Los Angeles (USA).  
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of a “post-mozartian” as Francis Poulenc comes to mind while listening to 

Devastato’s short lyrical and dreamy page. The thematic idea, so elegantly 

developed, blinks to Mozart’s Sonata in A Major KV 331, one of the most famous 

mozartian motifs. The elegant step and the refinement of the harmonies make one 

think of a conscious acquisition of some South American compositional models: I 

am thinking of Manuel Maria Ponce of the Thème varié et finale, composed for 

Andres Segovia, or of certain Villa-Lobos’ slow movements from his string 

quartets. Devastato’s operation, despite the modest subtitle Hommage à Mozart, is 

more than a simple divertissement: His mastery in controlling the individual voices, 

the legato directly expressed in the score as well as that implicitly required to the 

performer between the parts of the bass and tenor, reveals a preciousness that echoes 

Ravel and displays an extremely personal treatment of the evocation of music of 

the past: the entire jewel-like score is marked by a dreamy, distilled dreaminess, a 

melancholic elegance, an aristocratic taste for contemplation. Giuseppe Devastato’s 

taste for winking, for the musical masquerade, which in itself own a very refined 

character, appears again in Dimitri, very shore encore-like piece premiered in 2001 

and written as a tribute to Shostakovich. It is a piece that explores humorous 

gestures, which besides Shostakovich might recall Satie as well. Together with the 

two previous works and with the nocturne entitled La gondola, again a short page 

where elegance and sentimentalism appear to be one whole thing, this set of four 

pieces forms a non-declared collection15. In special La gondola displays and nearly-

 
 

 

15 All these works have been recently published in one volume by DaVinci Records, while some 

of them have been recorded by Giuseppe Devastato himself and also published by DaVinci 

Records.  
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crepuscular taste for sensual and refine harmonies, with a wise use of a sort of 

harmonic trompe l’oeuil which makes Devastato’s writing being strongly evocative 

and at the same time dreamy, nearly a poetry-translation in sound. His charming 

and sensitive taste is directly connected to Martucci’s disposition towards refined 

and precious miniature works: how to observe the world through a wondering 

kaleidoscope. The harmonic fluctuations of La gondola, with their not obvious 

juxtaposition, like panels of a liberty or art-déco glass, are somehow a 

contemporary prosecution of later Martucci’s exploration of non-usual dispositions 

of chords, colours and structured on the keyboard. A few have remarked how the 

too neglected Martucci’s latest piano works, as well as his magnificent song cycle 

La canzone dei ricordi, diplay an engaging and incredibly original harmonic taste. 

Devastato, himself a fine and devoted performer of Martucci’s music, grabs the 

nucleus of modernity, the anarchist and revolutionary purposes of the mature pages 

of the Neapolitan composer and builds on them his personal evocation. The whole 

operation owns much more than a merely à la manière de esthetics, while it stands 

up but itself as a manifesto of continuity of culture. Devastato’s operation proves 

that, even adopting a declaredly traditional language, a composer of nowadays can 

bring to his time something new, in the terms that something new can also be 

something that a certain era has lost. His personal work on the grammar of short 

piano miniatures is, above all, a careful operation of philology. Philology is here 

never intended as mere reconstruction of a past or forgotten language, neither as a 

sterile “looking back at”, but rather as an intimate journey in what a culture has to 

offer at its best, a spiritual philology, veined of nostalgic poetry as well as of a deep 

love for some forgotten treasures.  

     Enzo Caterino (b. 1978) currently active in Berlin, and already a cellist of the 

Berliner Symphoniker, has mostly made use of the piano in chamber works for 
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violin or cello. Relatively recently devoted to a coherent compositional activity, 

Caterino proposes a stylized vision of minimalist idiom with a hint of introspective 

character, which evokes the terse atmospheres of certain northern landscapes. 

Inspired by the example of Arvo Pärt, from which one can identify an affiliation to 

his works, Caterino currently operates a skilful and interesting contamination 

between his models and his personal idea, which nourishes itself with literary and 

audible suggestions. The activity that often sees him engaged in collaboration with 

other musicians, of both classical and non-classical extraction, leaves in his pages 

precious traces of a freshness and of “improvisational” flavour (as in the Potsdam 

Concert, documented online, where Caterino performs himself what can be 

considered a true symphonic poem16 “orchestrated” on the cello17) and moments of 

terse melancholy, that seem to refer to certain American minimalism. This is the 

case of Empty frame # 118, a short, crystalline page that proceeds with soft and 

subdued colours. It could be said, at times, that bichords writing evokes the infinite 

possibilities offered by the cello, an instrument to which Caterino dedicated his 

formation and to which he has devolved the most significant part of his creative 

output so far. It is indeed through the cello, often combined with other instruments 

or supported by a loop system, that the penetrating and delicate poetry of this author 

 
 

 

16 The piece is so dense (and, moreover, goes beyond the present treatment) that it deserves an 

illustrative space of its own that I promise to organize soon. 

 
17 The performance can be enjoyed at the following link: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XNO3gA6IuVU  

 
18 The track, from 2017, was given its first performance in Freiburg in December of the same 

year. There are no recordings on the web. 
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is best expressed: the short “melologue” The laughing hearth or La poetessa sulla 

spiaggia, for instance, characterised by a more narrative and intensely monologue-

like character, or the successful Two sketches on the Fuij in which, especially in the 

latter, the lyricism assigned to the cello unfolds on a transparent fluid fabric that 

finds its wonderful alter ego in the string quartets by Louis Durey (1888-1979)19 

probably unknown to Caterino. Empty frame # 1 proposes through its delicacy (also 

in relation to the adopted dynamics) a writing in which the overlapping of the voices 

is aimed at creating a polyphonic plot both translucent and complex. The climate is 

rarefied, and the lyricism, itself, of pieces like Portree seems to be delicately 

controlled as well as circumscribed in a sound context of great conciseness and 

expressive richness. The Japanese example is probably not even foreign to Caterino: 

in listening to his music, or in playing it (as it was for me, in the case of this short 

piano page) it seems to enter a vast environment with soft contours, white yet not 

empty and to realize, after only a moment of bewilderment, that this space contains 

something so alive and subtle that it remains intimately shaken and moved. This 

careful writing, with its intimate, expressive and diary-like flavour, is proof of the 

fact that adherence to minimalist models does not necessarily imply, as is too often 

noted, a soft clearance in favour of easy recipes.  

     Of a rare quality also appears the few works I was able to listen to of Giuseppe 

Carotenuto (b. 1976), first of the second violins in Naples, at the Orchestra del 

Teatro di San Carlo. Being also part of the group of composers who in 2013 

 
 

 

19 They're hard to find. The author of this article has a score and an engraving. 
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received from Ciro Longobardi the commission for a piano piece to be performed 

on the occasion of PianoCity, Carotenuto has appeared in the program of that event 

with Nebbie (2013), a suite of three pieces entitled respectively Asa, Awa and 

Nami20. Devoted to Japanese culture and seduced by exoticism, whose evocation 

has on several occasions effectively contaminated with contemporary writing 

techniques (in this sense, it seems to be exemplary a refined anthology of Haiku, 

composed 201221), Giuseppe Carotenuto investigates in Nebbie the distinction that 

Japanese tradition attributes to clouds: depending on the shape and time of day, 

each cloud has a precise name. The writing of this triptych reveals the approach to 

the keyboard typical of a non-pianist, in the measure of a remarkable freshness of 

inspiration and a certain instinct that guides the composer not to fall into the 

modular pitfalls suggested by the repertoire. This also involves the succession of a 

material that is sometimes not very pianistic, but which is far from resulting in 

effective and insurmountable performance difficulty. The unforseen disposition of 

the registers and the sound stratifications (since, being clouds, the material is 

expertly treated by stratifications), contributes to the decidedly personal climate that 

emanates from this brief collection, all structured on charm and discretion. One is 

struck by the original treatment of the piano vapours, which actually find in these 

pieces such a shade of colour (due precisely to the uncommon arrangement of the 

registers and the equally adventurous distribution of the musical gestures between 

the two hands) as to directly evoke certain white and grey or certain pale blue and 

 
 

 

20 No registration is present on the web. 

 
21 There are no available recordings. 
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yellow of the clouds: it is almost as if it is the very shape of the three pieces that 

shapes the contours of them and not that the inspiration has followed, as is normally 

expected, the opposite process. Carotenuto thinks in orchestral terms and, in 

particular, in terms of orchestral filling: the sound texture is, in its originality of 

writing, extremely balanced even at the mere visual examination of the score. Not 

only the extremes of the sound material, bass and treble, are evident, but also the 

“belly” of the bands of sound desired by the composer, a real sea of inner voices 

continuously in motion, which are intertwined and overlap exactly as it happens for 

the transparent and icy cirrus or for the vaporous and high enemies in the sky.  

     Venetian by birth, but trained as a composer (and still living) in Naples, Claudio 

Righetti is a pianist with impressive skills and sound technique. Proof of this are 

his Études, unfortunately still unpublished22, which achieve a perfect identity 

between technical necessity and musical needs. The refinement of Righetti’s 

pianism is expressed in the Études by means of transparent harmonies, and a quasi 

“by drops” treatment (take, for example, the Étude n. 1, valid update of Clementi’s 

and Czerny’s models in an icy, sidereal writing) which is accompanied by an 

elegant, refined lyricism that almost evokes the “milky” atmospheres of a 

sophisticated jazz club. Noteworthy, in this sense, the very short n.4, which 

associates a nonchalant almost ironic, but at the same time aristocratic, taste to the 

Chopin-like model of the arpeggiato chords in wide position, with a dégagément 

from a 1940s film. The lyricism of Righetti’s contains something of the perfect 

 
 

 

22 There are no recordings on the web. 
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musicality of Poulenc’s, in pieces like the irresistible and very elegant Tango (2007) 

or the Ave Maria for soprano, cello and piano (2011). Even in powerful works such 

as the monumental Fantasia for organ (2010) where a more sensual and mystical 

writing is combined with a lyricism that would not be hard to find in the organ 

works of authors of the 20th century Neapolitan School (such as Antonio Cece and 

Vincenzo Marchetti, whose Messiaen-like colourism meets the taste for the form, 

and the harmonized melody) Righetti’s output is always controlled and aristocratic, 

never indulging in sentimentality or lack of restraint. In addition to the preciousness 

of Étude n. 1, a sound-distillate of crystalline purity and harmonic softness, we have 

the virtuosity of n. 5, Sulle quarte, written for Yuja Wang and by her 

enthusiastically received. These works represent a remarkable combination of 

tastes, influences and high technical profiles, and deserve a wide-ranging 

publication, as well as a worthy place in concert and the didactic repertoire: the 

necessity to combine technical study with a flexible, coloristic and refined pianism 

cannot be postponed, and would be guaranteeing pianists greater satisfaction in 

concert and competitions.  

     A rated teacher of the generation of Riccardo Muti and Laura De Fusco, of long 

and seasoned career, as well as himself remarkable pianist, Luciano Tomei (b. 

1946) has held under his guidance different personalities of the performance and 

compositive scene (not only Neapolitan: proof is his son Massimo, an excellent 

concert performer, and Rosalba Quindici, composer and puntOorg member, 
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currently active in Bern)23. He himself is among the most active pupils of Bruno 

Mazzotta (1921-2001), solid composer of Neapolitan adoption24 who produced, in 

1973, the sculptured and polished Dialoghi for piano, a complex piece with an 

atypical “panel-like” shape, whose writing appears very close to the Imaginée n. 4 

by Georges Auric (1899-1983). The remarkable, solid and sure sense of form 

widely present in all Mazzotta’s production (I still want to remember the wonderful 

Quitetto 1951, a typical example of Italian craftsmanship in those years, where the 

piano is flanked by flute, clarinet, violin and cello25) he passed on to Tomei, 

(already, in 1978, the author of a Konzerstück for piano and orchestra26) more 

directly than on to other artists. Wide, extended, emanating an icy glow, the 2002 

Sonata, masterfully performed world prémiére by Massimo Tomei within the 

aforementioned 2013 PianoCity festival, it appears as an articulated sculpture of 

luminous sharp blades27. The treatment of the musical material seems to proceed 

almost as if by “shock”. The lyricism is intense, in a very high and measured 

melodic and harmonic control. The entire Sonata is abyssal, shiny and distant, 

 
 

 

23 Born in 1976, Rosalba Quindici has not produced anything for piano solo that she authorizes 

to be performed or divulgated. 

 
24 Born in Veneto, from an Apulian family. 

 
25 No recording is available. The only existing one is a semi-private recording produced by The 

Conservatory San Pietro a Majella of Naples, which is owned by the author of this essay, and it 

had a relatively private divulgation within the Neapolitan musical establishment. 

 
26 No recording is available.  

 
27 Listening is available at the following YouTube link: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=By0Y4lHzm2Y  
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almost like a spatial abyss, which does not involve any element of darkness or 

disturbance. The dominant colour evokes an ecstasy of cold light and, if certain 

agglomerations that could be Skrijabin’s fruits peep out here and there together with 

a certain lyricism loved by Berg (as it happened, on a decidedly different musical 

level for content and atmosphere, in Cilio) the musical subject is treated with a 

personal and strongly connoted impulse. Tomei has with the musical material the 

very same strongly material, “physical” and carnal relationship that painters and 

sculptors have with colour, with canvases, with clay, wood, bronze, marble or 

whichever else. Transformation, manipulation and regeneration are the tools used 

by the artist in this vast Sonata, whose extension is based on a remarkable coherence 

and a formal, smudge-less domain. The first movement, an Allegro moderato that 

goes several times through an Adagio and consequent returns to Tempo I, is spiral-

shaped: it gives off a cold, cosmic light, a sense of depth that has nothing to do with 

anguish, possessing but a sense of eternity and stillness of stellar phenomena. The 

song is there, but submerged, like the clear greens and blues scattered in luminous 

fragments among the sea currents. Il Presto - Molto più lento (almost double 

movement) which then returns to the Subito presto, recalls, by pianism, colours and 

gestures the wonderful, airy Sonata by Georges Auric (1932)28 a model I only 

imagined by virtue of that sort of unconscious “encounters” between sensibilities 

that often occur even among composers of different eras, and without the need for 

some type of direct or indirect contact. A movement of deep colour, which needs a 

masterful finesse of touch and variety of attacks, unfolds between the dark colours 

 
 

 

28 One can listen to it at the following link: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mclyR_DV29M&t=2s  
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of the extreme grave, and the crackling-crackles of the excessive that were so loved 

by Auric. This is followed by a recitative Andante - Quasi mesto, with a pensive 

and almost sculpted character in the rock: certain polished, straight, gigantic, 

natural yet squared blocks of rock come to mind in the shape of an installation of 

contemporary sculpture, essential from the “geographical” standpoint, so fine and 

irregular if observed at close range. Tomei loves register contrasts and uses them 

wisely in this movement: attention cannot fall and lyrical details as well as dynamic 

preciousness hit the listener, constituting a string of continuous surprises to be 

enjoyed, one after the other, in an ecstatic, absorbed, rapt silence. The conclusive 

movement, Toccata - Allegro molto - Più lento - Tempo I, is a much-measured 

example of rhythmic fantasy that preserves lightness and elegance despite the overt 

percussive nature of the writing. The entire Sonata seems merging by structure, and 

to converge on this movement, whose central section has a fascinating piano colour 

that opens up to evoke a more pronounced drama, but always highly calibrated and 

woven with transparent and crystalline hues. Work of ambitious proportions, 

particularly managed with perfect hand, this Sonata of solid structure and sparkling 

creativity, brings with it a considerable depth and introspective investigation a 

unique freshness, a powerful and creative force, and it remains a great piece of 

impressive pianism by beauty and magisterium: a nodal point, a manifesto, in my 

opinion, of contemporary sonatism29. 

 
 

 

29 Tomei's Sonata could be effectively and intelligently combined with similar compositions by 

Henri Dutilleux (1916-2013) and André Jolivet (1905-1974). 
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     Known and appreciated for his extensive theatrical production, especially for the 

golden, fantastic world of Ballet, Gaetano Panariello (b. 1961), a pupil of Aladino 

Di Martino (1908-1989)30 and of Franco Donatoni (1927-2000) later, he 

distinguished himself for the decidedly colourful and “disneyan” taste of his 

orchestration. A work that Panariello (father of the aforementioned Claudio) 

personally describes as fruit of the years of apprenticeship, the Sei preludi for piano 

date back to the two-year period 1980/8231 and are appreciated for their dry, linear 

writing. Whoever is used to the sparkling universe of this artist’s orchestral score 

may, in principle, be pleasantly surprised by the meagre language adopted by 

Panariello in these brief juvenile sketches. In Panariello’s there is almost a classic 

trace, which is found in his works for the theatre, and in chamber music production: 

the opera in one act Ajone (for voices, solos and orchestra)32 in which an important 

role is entrusted to the harpsichord, whose essential timbre, employed by the 

composer in an abstract game of points and lines, is linked to the schematism of the 

Sei preludi. In this case, it is not a question of true neoclassicism, as it was the case 

of Di Martino or the contemporary Terenzio Gargiulo (1903-1972)33 whose writing 

 
 

 

30 He has also left a small group of piano works, some of which are decidedly romantic, others 

impregnated with a vague bartokian suggestion, amalgamated with a brand language that is more 

ethnomusicological, or even with a sophisticated neoclassical flavour. 

 
31 Published by Pucci Editore in 1985, one can listen to the n. 3 on YouTube at the following 

link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BWwoLjYd_ys  

 
32 Apparently no recordings are available on YouTube. 

 
33 Who also composed several piano pages, with a neoclassical layout. Very little of him is 

available for listening, with the exception of one movement, the Toccata, from Sonatina n. 2, 
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was in a certain sense divergent from the more dense and imposing architecture of 

Mazzotta’s or Jacopo Napoli (1911-1994) but of “classicism of the spirit”, the 

elective affinity of a soul that finds the most authentic figure of its expression in a 

rational, essential and supremely elegant logic. In the case of these six concise piano 

pages, where the concept of “concision” is much better than "brevity", an 

appellation at least as appropriate as that of “preludes”, would have been that of 

graphs. The writing of Panariello’s is in fact suited to the imaginary evoked by 

graphs: it is a game of lines, of trajectories that links points to each other, where the 

chromatic proceed of the writing remains supported by a refined melodic taste. The 

thematic warp of the first issue, which is very clean and very clear, gives proof of 

this when read: the same cleanliness, the same wise economy of means is found, 

barely-tempered by a more accentuated minimalism of the proposal, in the Sonatina 

for piano with subtitles Tomyson, a much later page (from 2005, where the tension 

to classicism returns in the spirit, if not in the subject). The second prelude, or 

graphic (or scheme if you wish) unfolds a terse lyricism in the form of an invention 

that goes up to four voices: the taste of this new-found purity, even in a restless and 

pulsating harmonic and melodic tension, can satisfy at a mere sight of the score, no 

less than listening or playing. The beauty of logic that is found in Panariello, these 

piano expressions appear to the literary writing of an Italo Calvino and his vision 

of a “modern art of writing”: the Neapolitan composer’s graphism here suggests the 

lightness of hand, the density of all meaning, “the tip of a pen” of the Ligurian 

writer: it is art of drawing, poetry of synthesis and exercise of expression. Even in 

 
 

 

masterfully performed by Anna Maria Pennella: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SJaPYyOt0E4  
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a passage like the third prelude, Panariello’s algebraic prose does not yield to 

dryness, even when the material becomes more loaded, violent and percussive: the 

elegance of the writing is sophisticated, never cutting, of aristocratic, civil, urban 

and frank composure like the best pages of Calvino. Precisely in the linearity, in the 

essentiality of modes, in urbanity and in a certain aristocratic coldness, Italo 

Calvino saw the direction that was most desirable for him for a truly modern art, 

finally civilized and freed from the pompousness, from the pathologies or any 

Baroque preciosity, fruit a too exaggerated expression of the “self”, typical of many 

expressionisms (both literary and musical) of the generation immediately preceding 

that of the author of the Sei preludi. Panariello’s music shows here the uncluttered 

forehead, a clear, serene, frank and clean look, a modernity of lines, a smooth, 

schematic, bright and detailed architectural thought, the product of a lucid and 

rigorous mind. The six pieces are almost six “objects”: their concrete value 

configures them almost as products of creation, of design, elements of a modern 

life, concrete but solid, very elegant workmanship. In his songs, such as the fourth 

or the aforementioned second, where the writing becomes more polyphonic, a 

decidedly chromatic lyricism emerges whose powerful beauty lies in not being 

troubled: a “cold” lyricism, without suffering, which remains elegant because of 

any pathetic externalization, composed in its urban privacy, always under control. 

The colour-scheme of Panariello’s is not curvilinear or sensuous, nor sinuous and 

sensual, but linear, lucid, logical, rational: it is the aristocratic control of sensitivity 

on which it is itself innervated, and makes it attractive. Pages like the third prelude 

or the fifth, where the “graphic” writing is decidedly evident, are more like plastic 

sounding objects, produced by a decidedly civil line, which evokes, almost, 

materials with an essential profile: it comes from thinking of certain surfaces in 

metallic steel, or to the elegant plexi-glass of certain refined furniture. In these 

pieces the writing becomes more linear, but not angular: if he draws a corner with 
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a more abrupt profile, he does it to connect different ideas with absolute lucidity, 

smoothness and a concise conciseness. The “thematicism” that Panariello gives rise 

to in these pieces is thought, logic and, at the same time, action, image of efficiency 

of “semiographic” qualities, a musical plot that proceeds by signs, signals, vectors, 

directives and straight lines. This microcosm (since the six pieces, in their totality, 

are concentrated in duration) is “algebraic” yet not arid, logical without 

constipation, essential without a dry and percussive treatment of the instrument: 

even where the required requirements of touch require markings, detached and 

accents, the lucid discursiveness of the musical fabric remains fluidly pleasantness, 

eloquent and at the same time concise and effective narrative. The extensive 

harmonic expansions of fourths, as well as the fast, annotative, almost stenographic 

writing of the preludes n. 5 and n. 6, are associated in defining a character that 

recalls the visual pleasantness of an architectural or mathematical sketch, which 

suggests an abstract texture to the eye, even in an accessible and clear context of 

symbols and words. Clarity, logic, strength, elegance: these characters can be found 

(appropriately declined, differently used and associated) in the orchestral writing of 

Gaetano Panariello, or even in his choral writing: the preciousness of a piece like O 

magnum mysterium (1998) or of the very elegant Ave Maria outline the profile of a 

sincere, elegant artist, who has been able to elaborate a personal writing, with a very 

distinct and comparable voice, in terms of attention, of pure individuality, to that of 

a Poulenc, who find its distinctive stamp in the clear and transparent beauty of logic. 

     Moody and telluric composer, Patrizio Marrone (born, like Panariello, in 

1961), another illustrious disciple of Mazzotta, has recently made a recording for 
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the label Stradivarius34 that represents a synthesis of his best production of the last 

twenty years of compositional activity. These Conversazioni con le cose senza 

nome35, real observations above the imaginary, constitute in their entirety (only 

three, in fact, of the five works grouped under this title are actually dedicated to the 

piano) one of the most personal and original moments of the contemporary piano 

production, Neapolitan and not only. To call them improvisations transcribed on 

paper would be highly reductive, although the improvisational character is 

absolutely a peculiarity of Marrone’s writing. Moreover, a very old recording 

project, called Cadenze, had already brought to light the vein of this composer 

whom I defined as moody as telluric: of all the artists mentioned in the course of 

this overview, Marrone is probably the one that gives greater importance to the 

rhythmic dimension. Humour and telluricity are also two characteristics that are 

easily made to associate with instrumental improvisation: after all, Marrone 

himself, during an event dedicated to improvisation, which he himself wanted 

during the 2013 PianoCity festival, revealed a virtuoso improviser of high stature. 

Yet, in my opinion, these Conversazioni represent much more than a mere recording 

of improvised sound events: in fact, one would almost say that Marrone has gone 

on for years to “improvise” this music within himself. It should also be said that the 

gestation of the three piano pieces of this collection, the first to receive the 

 
 

 

34 MARRONE Patrizio, Conversazioni con le cose senza nome, Ed. Stradivarius – Milano, 2016. 

 
35 Patrizio Marrone himself tells me part of the genesis: “The second and third Conversazioni 

were performed for the first time in Venice in 2004. The first one was added later and I adapted 

it, (with the appropriate modifications), from a piece of my stage music for Hamlet, a piece that 

underlined the moments of greatest indecision of the shakesperian hero”. 
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imaginative and well-found title, is earlier than the works for violin and guitar on 

the recording (along with the magnificent elegy for recorder, Non è una carezza, a 

very successful and in itself perfect page, whose writing is closely related to the 

personal investigation that Marrone proposes, in the other passages presented, on 

the expressive resources of the single instruments). The three piano pages of the 

collection are decidedly divided into moments of an almost amniotic expansion, a 

sensation reinforced by the adoption of soft and subdued dynamics and gestures of 

a decidedly tonal nature, and sections (clearly distinct even within the same 

passage) where the rhythm and even percussion spring to the fore as a functional 

vehicle of expression. In particular, Conversazione n. 2, the most notable in my 

opinion among those dedicated to the piano, follows an immaterial, unreal and 

almost enchanting plot, an episode of dry agility, producing a superbly treated 

shadow-light, stasis-movement effect with extraordinary efficacy. The timbre 

dimension, which seems to constitute the new exploratory space par excellence for 

Marrone, coexists with the rhythmic instance, already “historically marronian” 

(such as certain episodes of his vast production of music for the theatre) in total 

logic, subtlety and relevance of expression: the balance between the sections, 

between the colours, the dynamics and the piano attitudes are in this piece 

calculated to the core, producing results of remarkable naturalness to listening to, 

and overwhelming tension. A similar structure innervates Conversazione n. 1, 

whose beginning measures share the dilated atmosphere of the following passage 

appearing themselves, however, more lyric: a murmured, almost “sylvan” song that 

unexpectedly leads the writing to solidify into more concrete and present dynamics 

and piano gestures. This gives rise to the rhythmic episode, which here is more 

instinctive and capricious (here is the moody and telluric Marrone): the plot 

becomes at times almost divisionary, fragmentary and crackling. All this living 

material is then poured into a real full, sort of quivering “wave” that becomes a 
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chord of chords in the central section of the keyboard, concluding the piece with a 

powerful suspension and a colour that evokes the blues and shining greys of 

“hardened steel”. Restless, unstable, almost a tribal dance, Conversazione n. 3 is 

perhaps the page in which Patrizio Marrone’s writing appears more typical and 

recognisable (and recognisability is one of the strengths of this composer who has 

succeeded, in the course of his activity, to exemplary become himself). It is a frantic, 

difficult piece (the suggestion could be, from far away, the fourth movement of 

Chopin’s Sonata op. 35): what is relevant in terms of execution, is not the 

percussion nor the force, but the motility, the elasticity of the wrist and the agility 

of the fingers to rendering restlessness, unpredictability, and the energy of writing. 

The texture of this page, crackling and nervous, makes it almost ravelian in the 

measure in which “ravelian” is here understood as an aristocratic domain of th 

emotion, applied to very fine a writing with a modern and elegant cut, and which 

naturally avoids any immoderation or sentimental délabrément. If already the 

Marrone of Divertimento for two pianos (2000) had shown admirable measure and 

wise control of emotions, although perhaps in a flirtatious context (sometimes 

discovered, as in the two extreme movements, but always refined) with a certain 

minimalist writing, the bottom bracket impresses by colours and depth. A markedly 

personal voice emerges from this page that seems to resonate like the monumental 

rock caves of the city coast, evoking those dark and at the same time majestic 

cavernosities of a solemn, secretive, mysterious and centuries-old majesty: an 

intense lyricism emerges, very measured, as severe as the grandiose natural 

architectures that it seems to evoke, deep and ancient, but at the same time 

incredibly modern and above all unique. Indeed, Patrizio Marrone’s modernism lies 

precisely in being, for this artist, a masterfully tailored suit: even his very personal 

minimalism evokes the fluid automatism of modern life, together with the sense of 

continuity and stability of our global society. 
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 The Conversazioni con le cose senza nome, of which I reserve the right to return 

to writing, represent in their totality the highest point of contemporary acquisitions 

in the panorama of the music composed in Naples at our times, as he speaks with 

an authentic, true voice. And without compromise. 

 

[Conclusion] 
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